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§ 11. Profile Effects on Tilt Instability In Field-
Reversed Configu rations (I)
Ohtani, H., Horiuchi, R., Sato, T. (Earth Simulator)
We reported in the previous paper that in the field-
reversed configuration (FRC), the kinetic equilibrium
with the hollow current profile is spontaneously gener-
ated by the 2D EM particle simulation.1) In the present
paper, we calculate the growth rate of the tilt mode r
from the 3D EM particle simulation in order to exam-
ine the dependence of r on the finite ion Larmor radius
(FLR) effect and the profile effects, i.e., hollowness D
and elongation E. We discuss the relationship between
r and these parameters here.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the growth rate r/rMHD of the
tilt instability on the electron hollowness parameter De.
We display the relationship between r normalized
by the MHD growth rate rMHD and the electron hollow-
ness parameter De in Fig. 1. It is worthly of notice that
r is remarkably reduced when the electron current profile
is hollow (De> 0). Furthermore, it is important to point
out that there is a clear correlation between r and De, al-
though all sorts of the simulation results obtained from
various initial conditions are demonstrated. This ten-
dency coincides with the analysis of the experiments.2)
There are also exceptions on the data plot. These data
correspond to the case of the large elongation. In other
words, when the elongation is large, r is small even if
the current profile is peak (See Part II in detail). Let
us consider the relationship between the reduction of the
tilt growth rate and the electron hollowness parameter by
introducing the effective kinetic parameter Be!! instead
of B. The effective kinetic parameter Be!! is defined as
- frsp Bz(r)rdr h !f2'2). thSelf = rspTni C R ere V ,Vi I IS e average
ion velocity. The relation between the difference between
B and Be!!, and the electron hollowness parameter De is
presented in Fig. 2. The large difference between Band
Be!! appears as the electron current is hollow. This ten-
dency is clearly seen in the full kinetic case, where the
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the standard and effective
kinetic parameters (B and Be!!) and the electron hollow-
ness parameter De.
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Fig. 3. The spatial profile of the square of the magnetic
field B 2 .
electron current is hollow and r becomes small. So Be!!
is considered to have a close relation to the r reduction.
In order to investigate this relation between Be!!
and the reduction of r, we draw the spatial profile of the
square of the magnetic field B 2 in the two cases of tilt
instability and no tilt instability in Fig. 3. In the region
from null line to separatrix, the magnitude of the mag-
netic field without tilt instability is smaller than that
with tilt instability. From this analyse, we can consider
the mechanism of the stabilization of tilt mode as fol-
lows; When the electron current profile changes to the
hollow, the electron current density increases near the
separatrix. And then, the increased current near the
separatrix plays a role in the shielding of the magnetic
field and the magnetic filed weakens in the region from
null line to separatrix. In this weak magnetic field re-
gion in the vicinity of the field-null line, the ions are not
magnetized so much and take a part in the stabilization
of tilt mode.
These results lead us to the conclusion that the tilt
mode tends to be stabilized in the case of the hollow
current profile.
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